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About This Game

Play the game that started the trend! Accept no substitute!

Are you a kid that wants to play with model trains?

Are you an adult that misses playing with your model trains as a kid?

Are you an adult that missed out on playing with model trains as a kid?

Are you an adult with a kid that wants to play with model trains?

Are you just an adult that wants to play with model trains?

Are you a person of any age/race/gender that wants to play with model trains?

If you answered yes to any of the above, do I have news for you because Locomancer lets you PLAY WITH AND RIDE
MODEL TRAINS!

(Also if you answered no to all of the above, come on, we all know you're lying to yourself and everyone you love. Take a break
from the wave shooters and play with some trains.)

Locomancer is a toy box style model train simulator for touch enabled SteamVR headsets. It allows you to build layouts of
varying complexity and even defy what is physically possible in fake virtual reality (reality).
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Featuring:

Multiple locomotives including steam and diesel engines

A variety of rail cars including a fully functional cannon car

Straight track, curved track, inclined track, loop de loops, and more!

Various pieces of scenery to add detail your layouts

Plus, with support for custom scenery, you can bring models created by yourself or the community into the game for even
further customization (Steam Workshop support coming soon). The possibilities are nearly endless*!

Fully embracing the physicality of touch enabled virtual reality you are legally required to build layouts piece by piece, tree by
tree. Then, once complete you must remotely operate your trains with a replica DC control panel or hop in the cab of any of the
available locomotives and drive them with physical levers, knobs, and dials! They even burst in to flames when they crash, you

can't say that about your real model trains can you?

Oh...you can? I'd get that checked out if I were you.

So what are you waiting for? Become The Locomancer!

Yes, you are the Locomancer. Was that not clear? It's like a train wizard. You're like the babe with the power, but instead of
voodoo it's train magic. Also, there's no magic dance, but you can still dance to twenty-six minutes of sweet big band jazz by

Nathan Boler if you want to.

*The possibilities are totally endful, but there's still a lot you can do.
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Title: Locomancer
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Eric Lipschutz
Publisher:
Eric Lipschutz
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or Windows 10

Processor: Intel® i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970, AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or better, Video Output: HDMI 1.4, DisplayPort
1.2 or newer

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Edit: Most of my gameplay time was spent outside Steam, as I was lucky enough to be able to help test this title. If you have any
doubts about the validity of my review feel free to PM me.

Good, solid and fair gameplay. Controls are crisp and accurate (played on Xbox One controller) and completing a stage feels
quite rewarding.
I spent around 20+ hours on the first walkthrough of the game. I kept going back because it just pushes you to play better and
find shortcuts.

You'll die alot. You'll like it. You'll find it fair.. Great game for kids and grown ups who play it when they was kids. It's a 45
minutes epilogue. If you enjoy the game, you should pick it up if you want more.

It's in line with the first DLC.. Great tutorial. A very clear and cool way to start a design with some rules easy to follow who
stuck on your head. I like to paint and draw Mechas, and this video give nice ideas and ways to start and render some characters.
Anthony Jones is a true pro !. After playing 5 games with Poppo only, you will lose the ability to communicate with another
human being.. Abysmal PC port of the game. Where to begin:

- Precisely one graphics option, resolution.
- No option for AA.
- Terrible keybinding, and no mouse support.
- On that note all controls shown in game are gamepad.
- Despite the age and low quality graphics the game suffers stuttering on decent midrange card, Geforce 1060.

[EDIT: Oddly the game runs worse than other more recent Atelier games. I can run Mysterious Book without any such
stuttering. Same shameful port though, at least Mysterious Book has AA option.]

Great game. But unless you are playing with a gamepad I would avoid. Given how bad the port is the better option is probably to
get the PS4 or Switch versions if you own one.. First hings first. It says I have only 5 minutes into this game and that is not true.
I have launched it through CMANO and I have well over 100h in this scenario alone.

Some missions have been hard and some easier.
There is a great variation in types of missions (ASW, AAW, ASuW).

If you are hesitating on getting CMANO then get this one.
If you already have CMANO, then still get this one !

I really enjoyed the final mission, the ending and the journey there.. This game seems pretty good and has potential. Steam
workshop soon too! I think it needs more graphics settings.
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This game is addicting, difficult, and WAY too fun to miss out on. I'm raging my head off but MAN is this game fun!. If you
like point-and-clicks, this is great. Short, but fun. Some of the puzzles didn't make a ton of sense, but they were solvable with
brute force.. Weird design choices and really badly made.

The same stuff that was bad in the web version is as bad or even worse. Enemies sometimes spawn way too far away from towns
or castles, sometimes you click on spells or even if you use hotkeys, they are immediately deselected. What fun if sometimes a
three star rating is ruined because that does not work.

There are no real improvements gameplay wise in this version, unless you consider "artstyle" to be important. The core
mechanics are WORSE than in the free flash version.

The game runs choppy in fullscreen and is definitely a downgrade from the free flash version widely available on the web. Just
try it yourself and you'll see.. If you're looking for a nice, short VR adventure game, then this is it. Especially if you like sci-fi.
I liked it, but it's not for gamers that seek action, and certainly not for hardcore gamers (regardless of which style of game they
prefer), the game will be too casual for them I guess.
. This is a great price for a great game. If I had not bought it already, I would have done so now for this special!

The whole collection is A+. Get it while on special for the whole series!

Enjoy!. ING FLYING LITTLE BI*CH!!!
GO BUY IT. It's a light-hearted stealth game, with a remarkable lack of violence, great sense of humour, great music effects
and soundtrack that react to your actions, stylish visuals, and a well balanced challenge system.

The virdict? Jolly good!. A relatively short story, but I found it satisfying. The characters were decently developed, and the story
was fast paced. I only noticed a couple of grammatical errors. Overall, I'd give this a 7\/10, and I'd suggest giving it a read.
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